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10 Days



Rafting the Tatshenshini
River

Ready for one of the greatest river journeys on earth? Born among the chiseled snow-

clad mountains of the Yukon, the Tatshenshini River flows with a casual grace past

fields of wildflowers and sweeping glaciers on its relentless path to the sea. Explore

this remote, rugged habitat of grizzly and black bear, mountain goat, moose, bald

eagle, and osprey. Start the trip in lush forest and by the end, take in the breathtaking

Ice Age scenery while rafting among icebergs. Join this epic adventure, on easy rapids

navigated by expert guides, and day hikes through dazzling wilderness that gratifies

the human soul.

Arrive: Haines, Alaska

Depart: Yakutat, Alaska

Duration: 10 Days

Group Size: 6-12 Guests

Minimum Age: 14 Years Old

Activity Level:

.

Details Testimonials

"I have kayaked or rafted in all parts of Alaska,
including the Southeast, the North Coast, South
Central, the Northwest and the Aleutians Islands.
The trip down the Tatshenshini River was perhaps
the most spectacular of all."

Sharon M.

"We had the trip of a lifetime on the Tatshenshini
and Alsek rivers. Our guides were wilderness
superheroes—knowledgeable, competent, fun. The
scenery was breathtaking, and the experience was
both peaceful and exhilarating."

Whitney A.



REASON #01

Wild and remote rafting Class II-

III rapids over 132 miles down the

Tatshenshini River, pioneered

by MT Sobek over 30 years ago.

REASON #02

MT Sobek world-class river

guides wrote the guidebook

to the Tatshenshini River —

and share river legends and

lore around the campfire.

REASON #03

Very few river expeditions

provide such a vast span of

environments, with the luxury

of meandering on a raft through

expansive valleys, glaciers,

                ACTIVITIES

Scenic drives, rafting fun Class

II-III rapids, hiking through

dramatic landscapes with

glimpses of wildlife, and a thrilling

charter flight as the finale.

 LODGING

After the first evening in a

Victorian-era style hotel, MT

Sobek riverside camps, with

meals served around the

campfire beneath the stars.

CLIMATE

Enjoy long days, with potential rain

 Christa Sadler is an author, geologist, educator, and guide

from Flagstaff, Arizona. She has worked as a guide on rivers

throughout the Southwest and Alaska, and in Ecuador since

1986. She works as a naturalist and educator in Mexico, Alaska,

and the Colorado Plateau. Her research in archeology, geology,

and paleontology has included several ridiculously hot

summers searching for dinosaurs in the badlands of Montana,

fighting off dust storms and overly curious camels in the Gobi

Desert in Mongolia, and steering clear of annoyed marine

iguanas in the Galapagos Islands. Her articles and photographs

have appeared in many prominent publications over the years

and her immense knowledge and strong leadership make her

an MT Sobek legend!

Christa Sadler

 Kevin McDermott—a.k.a. "Thirsty"—is an integral part of

Mountain Travel Sobek's Arctic rivers program. His laid-back

manner puts everyone at ease, and he is a wealth of knowledge

about Arctic rivers. Kevin has been guiding since he was 17

years old. Although he normally spends his winter months

in Colorado's Telluride ski area, he has climbed Denali three

times, reaching the summit in 2000. Thirsty is a legend in

the MT Sobek circle and endears himself to travelers with his

expertise, calm demeanor, and sense of humor.

Kevin McDermott



                                                                Itinerary
ARRIVE IN HAINES, ALASKA

Arrive in Haines, Alaska by 3:30pm to have enough time to check in and be ready for the 5pm welcome meeting

at the Halsingland Hotel. You'll meet your guides and fellow travelers, get oriented for the trip and walk to the

warehouse nearby to pick up your gear and dry bags. Then, a celebratory dinner is shared prior to an early

evening to get ready for the big adventure ahead!

DAY 1

Meals: D

TRAVEL TO DALTON POST IN YUKON TERRITORY, CANADA

After breakfast, meet at the Halsingland Hotel lobby and board a van for a beautiful 3-hour drive up the Chilkat

River Valley, across the border into British Columbia, and on to Dalton Post in Yukon Territory, Canada. After

rigging bags into the rafts, we'll push off on the Tatshenshini River. Soon, plunge into the exhilarating Class III

rapids of the Tatshenshini Gorge, the largest section of technical rapids on the trip. Upon emerging into calmer

waters, make camp along the river.

DAY 2

Activity: 4 hours/12 miles rafting Class II-III rapids

Meals: B, L, D

RAFT SILVER CREEK TO SEDIMENT CREEK

The river slowly builds momentum over the next few days as we wind our way toward the beautiful Alsek and

Noisy ranges. Stay observant in this meandering stretch of scenic forested river, where its prime country for

moose, bear, and wolf; the beaches are often marked with the tracks of all three.

DAY 3

Activity: 6 hours/22 miles rafting Class II–III rapids

Meals: B, L, D

SPOT WILDLIFE ON HIKESDAY 4
Enjoy a mellow morning at camp before your choice of a short or long hike to a spectacular overlook through old

cottonwood trees and aspen forests. If you're lucky, catch views of the animals themselves, and making noise



is encouraged in this wild environment. If the weather holds, the full day will be spent hiking in this spectacular

area on this layover day.

Activity: 2-6 hours/2-4 miles hiking 650'-2,600' elevation gain & loss

Meals: B, L, D

CONTINUE DOWN THE "TAT" TO TOWAGH CREEK

Continue down the spectacular Tatshenshini River, winding deeper into the glaciers of the Alsek range. You'll

feel the landscape change from densely-forested meandering river into steeper mountains with fast-moving

braided river channels. You'll encounter Monkey Wrench Rapid, and many small creeks that contribute to

tripling the water level of the river since you started this journey.

DAY 5

Activity: 6 hours/29 miles rafting Class II-III rapids

Meals: B, L, D

REACH THE CONFLUENCE WITH THE ALSEK RIVER

The mountains, river and wildlife become more spectacular as the swift flowing river brings us closer to the

majestic confluence with the Alsek River, a place many call "the center of the universe." The campsite vista spans

the broad expanse of both river valleys, flanked by more than 20 different glaciers.

DAY 6

Activity: 4 hours/15 miles rafting Class II rapids

Meals: B, L, D

EXPERIENCE THE DRAMATIC WALKER GLACIER

Below the confluence with the Alsek River, the scenery becomes even more dramatic and the river turns into

a series of gravel braids in a 3-mile-wide valley. Rounding the corner at the end of a long straightaway, see the

dramatic sight of the Walker Glacier. Its blue and white spires dominate the view for several hours. If conditions

allow, take some time to watch the glacier, and maybe even float near its terminus.

DAY 7

Activity: 5 hours/17 miles rafting Class II rapids

Meals: B, L, D

DAY 8 FLOAT THE ALSEK RIVER & HIKE



The surrounding high peaks rise steeply from the banks to their thickly glaciated summits. This is Ice Age

country, as literally dozens of large and small glaciers fill every vista around the tiny rafts. Leave the immense

Novatak Glacier and float toward Alsek Lake, dominated by looming 15,320-foot Mount Fairweather. Spot

many species of birds, including bald eagles, semi-palmated plovers, spotted sandpipers, northern phalaropes,

American pipits, and more.

Activity: 5 hours/16 miles rafting

Meals: B, L, D

REACH ALSEK LAKE & THE KNOB

Pass through several different mountain ranges and finally enter Alsek Lake. Watch and listen as giant chunks

of ice calve into the water from the 7-mile face of the Alsek glacier. The icebergs here are larger than those in

Glacier Bay — some icebergs are 75-feet high. The guides row among ice floes sculpted into bizarre, fluted, ever-

changing phantasmagoric shapes — a veritable "iceberg garden." With a little luck catch a glimpse of impressive

Mount Fairweather, the tallest peak in Glacier Bay National Park, looming in front of the camp.

DAY 9

Activity: 3 hours/14 miles rafting

Meals: B, L, D

DEPART FROM DRY BAY BY BUSH PLANE

After navigating through broken iceberg chunks, known as "bergy-bits" into the flat, forested plains beyond

Alsek Lake, arrive at the Dry Bay outpost along the estuary of the Alsek River. Board a small aircraft for a

spectacular charter flight to Yakutat.

DAY 10

Activity: 3 hours/14 miles rafting

Meals: B, L



Jun 15 - 25, 2019

Aug 7 - 17, 2019



2019

$ 4,295 per person

Additional Cost

$ 0 

$ 26 Alaska Borough Tax

$ 24 Optional Alaska Donation

$ 250 Single Supplement 

PRICE INCLUDES
Expert leadership from experienced adventure
guides

Accommodations as noted in the itinerary

Meals as noted in the daily itinerary

Potable water and snacks throughout

1 glass of wine or beer at dinner

All tips and gratuities for support staff with the
exception of your lead adventure guide(s)

All necessary rafting and camping gear

All group entrance fees, activities, and ground
transportation

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE
International airfare, any airport taxes, or excess
baggage charges

Optional tips to your lead adventure guides

Personal expenses such as medical immunizations,
phone calls, laundry, or souvenirs

Airport transfers to the hotel

Optional travel protection






